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Epoxides are important intermediates in organic synthesis

and their reactions with various nucleophiles have been the

subject of extensive studies.1,2 Especially, the ring-opened

products of epoxides with oxygen nucleophiles, 1,2-diols

and 1,2-diol mono-ether, are recognized as an important

synthetic intermediates and many synthetic methods with

various metal complexes have been investigated.3 However,

standard methods for nucleophilic opening of epoxides are

often far from ideal and usually encounter some disadvan-

tages such as high acidity4 and inconvienent handling of the

reagent.3,5 Iron(III) porphyrin complexes have been used as

model compounds to mimic the chemistry of cytochrome P-

450 enzymes that are capable of catalyzing a wide range of

oxidation reactions including the remarkably difficult

hydroxylation of unactivatied C-H bonds of alkanes.6 While

iron(III) porphyrin complexes have modeled the oxidation

reactions, we have recently shown for the first time that an

electron-deficient iron(III) porphyrin complex with H2O2

catalyzes quantatively conversion (the ring opening of

epoxide, solvolysis, followed by epoxidation ) of olefins into

1,2-diols or 1,2-diol mono-ethers under mild and neutral

conditions.7 This discovery has stimulated us to examine the

ring-opening reaction of epoxide, nucleophilic addition

instead of the oxidation reaction, by the electron-deficient

iron(III) porphyrin complex.

In this note, we report that an electronegatively-substituted

iron porphyrin complex efficiently catalyzes the ring-

opening reaction of various epoxides by methanol and water

at room temperature under mild and neutral conditions to

give stereospecific (trans-1,2-diol mono-ether) and relatively

regioselective products where the nucleophile is incorpo-

rated preferentially to the more substituted carbon center in

epoxide ring. In addition, this catalytic system was found to

be efficient, mild, and simple.

Experimental Section

Methanolysis. Epoxide (0.2 mmol) was dissolved in a

mixture of CH3OH/CH2Cl2 (1/1; 0.5 mL), and the iron(III)

porphyrin complex ((TF4TMAP)Fe(OTf)5 (1 × 10−3 mmol)

[1, TF4TMAP = meso-tetrakis(2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-4-N,N,N-

trimethylaniliniumyl)porphinato]) was added and shaken at

room temperature. Reaction conversion was monitored by

GC/GC-Mass analysis of 20 μL aliquots withdrawn periodi-

cally from the reaction mixture. Trace amount of 1,2-diol

was sometimes detected from the product mixture, presum-

ably as a result of epoxide hydrolysis with moisture in

methanol, but this pathway could be suppressed easily by

using absolute methanol. Since trans- and cis-stilbene

oxides are vulnerable in the temperature of GC, the

conversion of stilbene oxides to 1-hydroxy-2-ether-stilbenes

was characterized by HPLC (Column: Prodigy 5 μ ODS(3);

Company: Phenomenex). Epimerization of cis-stilbene

oxide was not observed. Absolute trans-configuration of

some products was confirmed by comparing the retention

time with commercially available authentic compounds.

Hydrolysis. Reaction conditions are the same as above

described except that a mixture of H2O/acetone (2/8) as

solvent was used instead of the mixture of CH3OH/CH2Cl2
(1/1).

Results and Discussion

The iron(III) porphyrin complex 1 was found to effec-

tively catalyze the ring-opening reaction of cyclohexene

oxide with methanol to trans-1,2-diol monomethyl ether in

30 min as defined in eq. 1, while a control reaction carried

out in absence of the catalyst 1 showed trace amounts of the

conversion of the oxide to the product in the same time

period.8 The complex 1 was stable under the reaction

conditions, and this was shown by their visible spectra that

were found to be unchanged at the end of the reactions.

(1)

Two other cyclic epoxides (entries 2 and 3 of Table 1) were,

also, effectively converted to trans-1,2-diol mono-ether;

cyclopentene oxide showed a complete conversion to the

corresponding product within 3 hr and cyclooctene oxide

displayed the slowest reactivity (3 days) among the epoxides

investigated in this study, known as one of the hardest

substrates for ring-opening reaction.9 However, the reaction

time was reduced to 4hr at 50 oC. Acyclic epoxides, cis- and

trans-2-butene oxides, were also ring-opened efficiently to

the corresponding products in 11 and 4 hrs, respectively. cis-

and trans-Stilbene oxides were completely converted to the

corresponding products (entries 6 and 7). trans-Stilbene

oxide underwent a conversion about two times faster to the
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product than cis-stilbene oxide. All of the products were

determined to have a trans stereochemistry by their charac-

teristic GC retention times and Mass spectra which were

obtained with authentic samples.10

To further study the regioselectivity on the conversion of

the epoxide, three asymmetric epoxides were used as

substrates (entries 8-10). Styrene oxide was most effectively

converted to 2-methoxy-2-phenyl ethanol within 10 min.

Importantly, the methoxy group was incorporated exclusive-

ly at the benzylic position (α-carbon) instead of the less

hindered β-carbon center to generate primary alcohol. In the

cases of 1-hexene oxide and 1-octene oxide a mixture of

primary (1-ol) and secondary (2-ol) was obtained (57 to 43

and 60 to 40 for 1-ol and 2-ol products of 1-hexene oxide

and 1-octene oxide, respectively), showing no steric prefer-

ence to alcoholic nucleophile. Exclusive attacking to the

benzylic position of styrene oxide and no steric preference in

1-hexene and 1-octene oxides by the alcoholic nucleophile

suggest that the regiochemistry of the ring opening by

catalyst 1 would be dependent on the electronic nature of the

substrate rather than the steric hindrance. Importantly, the

methanolysis of styrene oxide led us to propose a ring

opening mechanism that, as shown in eq. 2, the more

substituted carbon in the intermediate adduct generated from

catalyst complex 1 and the epoxide might have a significant

cationic character. This cationic character can be stabilized

by phenyl group through a resonance, and therefore the

nucleophile would attack the more cationic carbon site α-

carbon to give trans-2-methoxy-2-phenyl ethanol.11

Table 1. Ring opening of epoxides by methanol in the presence of
(TF4TMAP)Fe(OTf)5 1 at room temperature. All epoxides were
completely converted to the corresponding productsa,b

Entry Substrate Product Timec

aAll reactions were run at least in triplicate, and the data reported
represent the average of these reactions. bReaction conditions: See the
Experimental Section. cTime necessary for the whole conversion of
epoxides. dThe ring opening reaction was carried out at 50 oC because of
the slow reaction. e1-ol and 2-ol represent the primary and secondary
alcohols, respectively.

Table 2. Ring opening of epoxides by H2O in the presence of
(TF4TMAP)Fe(OTf)5 1 at room temperature. All epoxides were
completely converted to the corresponding productsa,b

Entry Substrate Product Timec

aAll reactions were run at least in triplicate, and the data reported
represent the average of these reactions. bReaction conditions: See the
Experimental Section. cTime necessary for the whole conversion of
epoxides.

(2)
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We also attempted hydrolysis reaction of epoxides by

water to produce diols, since diols are considered to be

valuable building blocks for organic synthesis as inter-

mediates for pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals12 and

hydrolysis of epoxide is a much more difficult reaction than

methanolysis.10 The reaction was carried out under the same

conditions in a mixture of H2O/acetone (2/8) instead of

CH3OH as solvent. All the epoxides underwent the ring

opening reaction by H2O to produce each diol. The results

are shown in Table 2. Cyclohexene oxide was proved to be

the best substrate for conversion (8 hr; entry 1 of Table 2),

but about 3 times slower than methanolysis (Ring opening

recation of cyclohexene oxide in the presence of catalyst 1

took 3 hr in a solvent mixture of CH3OH/acetone (2/8)).

Ring opening reactions of different classes of epoxides such

as acyclic oxides (cis- and trans-2-butene oxides) and

styrene oxide with catalyst 1 proceeded well to the corre-

sponding products at room temperature. Instead, stilbene

oxides and terminal oxides required longer reaction time

(entries 5, 6, 8, and 9 of Table 2). 

In conclusion, we have developed a novel synthetic

method to prepare 1,2-diols or 1,2-diol mono-ethers from

epoxides by using the iron porphyrin complex, and the

catalytic method appears to be an efficient, mild, and simple

method. Moreover, this system could apply for the

preparation of more substituted-ether alcohol, which might

be exploited immediately for the practical synthesis of a

wide range of interesting 1,2-diol mono-ethers. Furthermore,

this catalytic system is applicable to a wide range of

epoxides to prepare various trans-diols. 
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